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Mock Examination Physics 2nd Book 

Time 3 Hrs        MM : 70 

SECTION A 

1. How does the angle of minimum deviation of a glass prism vary, If the 

incident violet light is replaced with red light?  

 2. What is principle behind light pipe? 

3. Two metals A and B have work functions 4eV and 10eV respectively. 

Which metals has the higher threshold wavelength. 

4. Lighter elemental are better moderators for a nuclear reactor than heavier 

elements. Why? 

5. Name the two processes involved in the formation of P-N junction. 

SECTION B 

6. How would the angular separation of interference fringes in Young’s 

double slit experiment change when distance of separation between the 

slits and the screen is doubled?    

7. How is photo diode fabricated? Draw its V-I characteristics for two 

different intensities of illumination. 

8. Calculate the distance of an object of height h from a concave mirror or 

focal length 10 cm so as to obtain a real image of magnification 2. 

9. A converging lens of refractive index 1.5 and of focal length 15 cm in air 

has the same radii of curvature for both the sides. If it is immersed in a 

liquid of refractive index 1.7 , find the focal length of the lens 

10. What is sky wave communication? Why is this mode of communication 

restricted to the frequencies only up to few MHz? 

SECTION C 

11 (a) We do not choose to transmit an audio signal by just directly converting 

it to an e.m. Wave of the same frequency. Give two reasons for the same 

(b) A transmitting antenna at the top of a tower has a height of 36 m and 

height of the receiving antenna is 49 m. What is the maximum distance 
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between them, for satisfactory communication in the LOS mode? (Radius of 

earth = 6400 Km). 

12. (a) Draw a plot of the variation of amplitude modulated wave. Define 

modulation Index. State its importance for effective amplitude modulation. 

 (b) The maximum amplitude of an AM wave is found to be 15V while 

minimum amplitude is found to be 3V.What is modulation index ? 

13. (a) Draw the graph showing variation of binding energy per nucleon with 

the mass number for a large number of nuclei. then explain any 5 

interferences from it. 

 (b) A radio-active material is reduced to 1/16 of its original amount in 4 

days. How much material should one begin with so that 4× 10-3 kg of the 

material is left after 6 days? 

14. The following graph shows the variation of stopping potential Vs with the 

frequency (v) of the incident radiation for two photosensitive metals X and) 

of the incident radiation for two photosensitive metals X and Y. 

 (i) Which of the metals has larger threshold wavelength? Give reason.  

   

(ii) Explain giving reason which metal gives out electrons having larger 

kinetic energy, for the same wavelength of the incident radiation.  

  

(iii) If the distance between the light source and metal X is halved, what 

will be the kinetic energy of electrons emitted due to this change? 

Give reason.   

 

15. (a) Every metal has a definite work function then why do photoelectron not 

come out with the same energy of incident radiation is monochromatic. 

Why there is an energy distribution of photoelectrons? 
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(b) Calculate momentum and de Broglie’s wavelength of the electron 

accelerated through a potential difference of 56 V.  

16.. (a) Draw a ray diagram of a reflecting type telescope. State two advantages 

of this reflecting type telescope over a refracting type telescope. 

 (b) A small telescope has an objective lens of focal length of 144 cm and 

an eye piece of focal length 6.0 cm. what is the magnifying power of the 

telescope? What is the separation between the objective and the eye piece? 

17.. (a) Explain how the width of depletion layer in a P-N junction diode 

changes   when it is forward or reverse biased. What will happen to barrier 

potential ? 

 (b) Two amplifiers are connected one after the another in series (cascaded). 

The first amplifier has a voltage gain of 10 and the second has a voltage 

gain of 20. If the input signal is 0.01 volt, calculate the output ac signal. 

18. (a) Derive expression for average life of a radio nuclei. Give its 

relationship with half life .Draw a graph showing the variation of potential 

energy as a function of  separation between nucleons. 

 (b) The half-life of 38Sr90 is 28 years. What is the disintegration rate of 15 

mg of this isotope? 

19. (a) Define the term activity of radioactive substance. A radioactive isotope 

has a half-life of 5 years. After how much time its activity reduced to 3.125 

% of its original? 

 (b) Calculate the binding energy per nucleon 20Ca40 nucleus. 

       [Given: m (20Ca40) = 39.962589 u 

   mn (Mass of neutron) = 1.008665 u  

   mp (Mass of proton) = 1.007825 u 

   1u = 931 Me V/c 2] 

20 (a) The three stable isotopes of Neon have respective abundances of 

90.51% ,0.27% and 9.22%. The atomic masses of the three isotopes are 

19.99, 20.99 and 21.99 amu Obtain average atomic mass of neon. 
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 (b) When four hydrogen nuclei combine to form a helium nucleus, estimate 

the amount of energy in MeV released in this process of fusion. (Neglect 

the masses of electrons and neutrinos) Given:  

 (i) mass of 1H1 = 1.007825 u 

    (ii) mass of helium nucleus = 931 MeV/c 2 

21.. (a) Draw the block diagram of a communication system. 

 (b) What is meant by detection of a modulated carrier wave? Describe 

briefly the essential steps for detection.  

22. Find expression for fringe width in young’s double slit experiment. How fringe 

width changes when 

(a) Whole apparatus is immersed in liquid of refractive index  

(b) When separation between two slits increased 

(c) When one of the slit closed      (d)When we use white light   

OR 

(a)Describe briefly ,with the help of suitable diagram, how the transverse 

nature of light can be demonstrated by the phenomena of polarization of 

light 

(b)Two polaroid are placed at crossed position. Unpolarised light of 

intensity I0 incident on first. A third polaroid is placed  between the two 

such that it makes 300 with first. Determine intensity of light transmitted 

through all three.  

SECTION D 

23. While watching a programme on television, Harshita was excited to know 

that a device asked Burglar’s alarm could be installed at any place to detect 

the entry of any person entering stealthily. She wondered if the device could 

be fitted at their residence also where she lived with her old grandparents. 

She wanted to understand the working of this device and asked her physics 

teacher about it the next day. Later she got this device installed at their 

residence to ensure the safety of her grandparents who stayed alone in her 

absence. 
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 Answer the following questions based in the given information: 

(i) On which Physics principle does a Burglar’s alarm function? Write 

two applications of this phenomenon/device. 

(ii) Which personal attributes of Harshita are reflected in this anecdote 

and how are these helpful in one’s life? 

(iii) Give an example of similar approach followed by you or your 

brother/sister in your life. 

 

SECTION E 

24.(a) Explain briefly the reason why wave theory of light is not able to explain 

the observed features of photoelectric effect. Critically examine Hertz, 

Hallwach and Lenard contribution to solve this puzzle then derive Einstein 

equation for photo electric effect.  

(b)The given graphs show the variation of photoelectric current (I) with the 

applied voltage (V) for two different materials and for two different 

intensities of the incident radiations. Identify the pairs of curves that 

correspond to different materials but same intensity of incident radiations.  

OR  

 (a)Draw a schematic arrangement of Geiger –Marsden experiment for 

stydying alpha particle scattering by thin foil of gold. Describe briefly ,by 

drawing trajectories of the scattered alpha particles ,how this study can be 

used to estimate size of the nucleus. 

 (b) Obtain the first Bohr’s radius and the ground state energy of a muonic 

hydrogen atom whose mass is 207 times mass of electron. 

 . 

25. (a)State the essential condition for diffraction of light to take place. Derive 

an expression for the angular width of the central maxima of the diffraction 
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pattern produced by a single slit. Draw a graph to compare intensity pattern 

in diffraction and interference. 

How does the intensity of the central maximum change if the width of the 

slit is halved in a single slit diffraction experiment?  

(b) The wavelength of sodium light 590 nm and 596 nm are used, in turn, 

to study the diffraction taking place at a single slit of aperture 2x10-4 m. 

The distance between the slit and the screen is 1.5 m. Calculate the 

separation between the positions of the first maxima of the diffraction 

pattern obtained in the two cases.   

OR 

(a) Draw neat and labeled diagram of compound microscope. Derive 

expression for its magnification. 

(b) An angular magnification of 30X is desired using an objective of focal 

length 1.25 cm and an eye piece of focal length 5 cm. how would you set 

up the compound microscope?  

26. (a) Draw a labeled circuit diagram of a common emitter amplifier using a 

N-P-N transistor and then explain it working. Define the term voltage 

gain and write an expression for it .Explain how the input and output 

voltages are out of phase by 1800 for a common emitter transistor 

amplifier 

(b) A change of 0.2 mA in the base current causes a change of 5 mA in the 

collector at current for a common emitter amplifier. 

(a) Find AC current gain 

(b) If input resistance is 2k ohm and its voltage gain is 75, calculate the 

load resistance  

OR 

(a) Briefly Explain How PN junction is used as rectifier. Draw proper 

diagram of half wave and full wave rectifier then explain working of 

rectifier. 
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(b) A semiconductor has equal electron and hole concentration of 6x108 / 

m3. On doping with certain impurity, electron concentration increases 

to 9x1012 / m3. 

(i) Identify the new semiconductor obtained after doping. 

(ii) Calculate the new hole concentration. 

  

SPECIAL Reference Question 

27. (a) What are coherent sources of light ? Two slits in young’s double slit 

experiment are illuminated by two different sodium lamps emitting light 

of the same wavelength. Why is no interference pattern  observed. 

 (b) Obtain condition of getting dark and bright fringes in Young’s 

experiment. Hence write the expression for the fringe width. 

 (c) If S is the size of the source and d its distance from the plane of the 

two slits , what should be the criterion for the interference fringes to be 

seen ? 

OR 

(a)Derive Prism formula. Give relation between wavelength and 

refractive index. 

(b) Distinguish between unpolarised and polarized light .An unpolarised 

light is incident on the boundary between two transparent media. State the 

condition when the reflected wave is totally plane polarized . Find out the 

expression for the angle of incidence in this case 

(c) Two lenses of power 10D and -5D are placed in contact calculate 

power of lens. 

  


